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COLOR IMAGING SYSTEM FOR USE IN MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

5 Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to the measurement of physical distances within intact extended and super-extended DNA, methods of producing the extended DNAs and to efficient and rapid mapping of genes and other sequences employing various forms of extended DNA and DNA probes, particularly for visual mapping such as where fluorescent hybridization (comparable to in situ hybridization techniques) is employed. More particularly, it concerns a color imaging system whereby the image of a complex macromolecule is measured using color vector analysis to provide information concerning physical characteristics including shape, length, orientation, and size are determined.

20 Description of the Related Art

Current DNA imaging technology, such as computer aided pattern recognition systems, lack the means to fully extract and analyze information in their native light wavelengths, nor has technology been developed that is capable of finding the midline of complex DNA color-image contours. Such a system would be useful in the determination, analysis, and direct visualization of physical genomic maps used for the identification of genes and DNA sequences, orientation and relative distances.

A primary goal in developing a genome map is the identification of genes and DNA sequences involved in disease states or disorders as well as in normal functions of the cell. The direct physical mapping of
genes that may be responsible for disease states or disorders linked to specific genetic markers is a key aspect of the genome project. The combined use of genetic and physical mapping of the human genome has proven useful in the placement of genes and/or molecular markers in reference to each other and in the cloning and identification of genes of biological and medical significance. However, current methods for the identification of map distances require the use of genetic linkage data in a population to connect a disease or biological characteristic with molecular DNA markers. With this information, a physical map can be used to identify a gene of interest by its position in relation to the DNA markers.

The characterization of gene structure and genome organization has been greatly facilitated by the development of a number of physical mapping technologies including restriction mapping and DNA sequencing. Techniques, such as the "fingerprinting" of repetitive elements (Litt, et al. 1989), have been developed to fill in for long range restriction mapping deficiencies.

The use of in situ hybridization (FISH) to identify the position of probes on metaphase chromosomes (Weber, et al. 1989) allows the rapid mapping of a DNA probes with approximately 1 Mb resolution. For higher resolution mapping, the FISH technique has been applied to interphase nuclei (Evans, et al. 1989). Since the DNA is less condensed in interphase nuclei than in metaphase chromosomes, resolution in the 50-100 Kb range can be obtained. However, mapping the distance between two probes in three dimensional nuclei or compressed two dimensional nuclei is complex and requires large data sampling and probability calculations based on a random walk model (Coulson, et al. 1988).
Chromosome jumping was devised to permit the cloning of DNA from both ends of a NotI fragment (separated by many hundreds of Kb) without chromosome walking (Poustka, et al. 1987). However, the development of yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs) for cloning genomic DNA as large as 1 Mb (Burke, et al. 1987) has circumvented this approach, since chromosome jumping does not identify DNA between the jump; nevertheless, cosmid clones are still used for many types of probes and for sequencing, since there are not adequate means for purifying YAC DNA in substantial quantities. The combined use of cosmids and YACs has provided one of the more effective approaches to genome mapping (Coulson, et al. 1988).

There are, however, many drawbacks to this combined technique in genome mapping. While it is a simple matter to determine whether a particular cosmid (or cosmids) contains DNA represented within a YAC or a chromosomal region, it is necessary to construct a restriction map of the YAC to determine the location of the cosmid sequences within the YAC or to determine the relative positions of multiple cosmids. On a larger scale, the relative positions of multiple YACs is also unnecessary. Stallings, et al. (1990), have developed a fingerprinting strategy using repetitive sequence hybridization to restriction fragments for determining overlap of two cosmids or YACs (Cangiano, et al. 1990). However, if the clones do not overlap, a more involved mapping strategy is needed.

Long distance restriction maps of DNA regions have been generated using rare cutting restriction enzymes such as NotI (Poustka, et al. 1987; Yagle, et al. 1990; Barmeister, et al. 1986). NotI linking clones, which encompass a NotI cleavable site, have been used to facilitate NotI mapping by identification of contiguous NotI fragments (Wallace, et al. 1989). The use of
frequent-cutting enzymes such as HindIII is not practical for mapping megabase-size DNA due to the complexity of the map.

Additional strategies for gathering physical linkage information on a still larger scale include the use of interspecific somatic cell hybrids, in which panels of rodent/human hybrid cell lines that retain various combinations of human chromosomes or parts thereof are used to localize probes to individual chromosomes or chromosomal regions (Ruddle, et al. 1971). Radiation-induced hybrids, in which fragments of human chromosomes are retained in a rodent cell background (Goss, et al. 1975) have also been employed.

Finally, fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) has become popular for determining approximate distances greater than 1 Mb between two or more probes on metaphase chromosomes (Lichter, et al. 1990). FISH may also be used to a limited extent to determine the relative order of probes. For example, more closely linked probes along a 250 Kb region have been hybridized to uncondensed DNA in interphase nuclei (Trask, et al. 1989). While information concerning order may be obtainable with such method, there are some serious shortcomings; a major problem is that DNA in interphase nuclei is three dimensional. Labels that are not closely spaced or which are in reverse order to the observed order may be inaccurately determined because labels appear to be on top of one another, or because a twisted loop is viewed two-dimensionally.

A second shortcoming is the resolution. While improvements have been made, expected resolution with FISH visualization is claimed to be about 10 Kb, although not substantiated. Resolution at 21 kbp has been reported (Heng, et al. 1992). It is thought that higher
resolution is hampered because of the 3-D structure of the DNA, with lack of accessibility leading to poor resolution and difficulty in detection.

There have been other attempts to reach levels of resolution around 10 Kb; in one instance by expelling long 200 μm loops from the nucleus (van Ommen, et al. 1992), releasing chromatin fibers (Heng, et al. 1992) or creating nuclear "halos" by extending DNA from which histones have been extracted (Lawrence, et al. 1992). Although believed possible to extend resolution below 10 Kb, there do not appear to be published data demonstrating that such resolution has been achieved.

There is a need to develop physical mapping techniques that eliminate the tremendous amount of time and effort needed for restriction mapping and Southern blot hybridization and to increase the resolution limitation associated with FISH methods. Desirable new methods would allow microscopic visualization of cosmids or other DNA probes hybridized to an uncondensed fully extended DNA molecule. Mapping of specific probes with high resolution exceeding 5 Kb on YAC DNA would be possible. Finally, direct visual mapping of repetitive DNA elements along a DNA strand would provide a significant improvement and alternative to restriction mapping and fingerprinting techniques.

An additional need is to develop and automate physical mapping techniques in order to eliminate the tremendous amount of time and effort needed for restriction mapping and Southern blot hybridization and to increase the resolution limitation associated with FISH methods. Desirable new methods would allow microscopic visualization of cosmids or other DNA probes hybridized to an uncondensed fully extended DNA molecule and the automation of such an analysis. Mapping of
specific probes with high resolution exceeding 5 Kb on YAC DNA would be possible. Finally, automating direct visual mapping of repetitive DNA elements along a DNA strand would provide a significant improvement and alternative to restriction mapping and fingerprinting techniques.

Current technology handles images in one of two ways; either the images are analyzed viewed in black and white or multiple filtered black and white images are pseudo-colored with user defined green, red and blue, and combined into one artificially colored image for viewing. Increased sensitivity is required for complex analysis of color images, for example, that of mapping restriction fragments. Similar sensitivity is necessary for improving the analysis of short and long range gene mapping using techniques such as chromosome walking and jumping and, physical linkage determination, however, present efforts toward automating such procedures have failed to improve the speed and veracity of direct physical mapping.

**SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION**

The present invention overcomes these and other drawbacks inherent in the prior art by providing means to determine relative distance between DNA markers, thereby identifying the relative location and distance between sites on the same strand of DNA. This is accomplished by combining fluorescent hybridization and computer aided imaging. The invention encompasses a novel computer aided approach to digitize the DNA image in color, determine the midline of the DNA contour, tracking colorimetric changes along the midline and cross-section in the image, to determine the relative distance between
markers, and assessing the minute nuances that are intrinsic to DNA color images.

Accordingly, in one aspect, the novel methods of the present invention provide for precision analysis and determination of distances from DNA maps created by a novel direct visualization technique. This technique employs extended or super-extended DNA hybridized with probes suitably labeled for detection. The term "distance" as used herein, is used to describe the length of a DNA color image as automatically determined by the present invention. The term "midline" as used herein, is used to describe the central axis of the DNA color image as automatically determined by the present invention. The term "mapping" as used herein, describes determining the relative position, distance, orientation, size, number, presence, or other physical characteristics known to those skilled and versed in the art, of genetic markers on a strand of DNA.

In a related aspect of the present invention, standard direct visualization hybridization (DIRVISH) or fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) derived images are analyzed by direct visualization of the DNA under the microscope with resolutions as low as 0.4 Kb. Other fluorescence visualization methods, or variations thereof, such as scintillography, radiography, chemoluminescence, chromagenicity, fluorescence, etc. can also be analyzed. The analysis of extended or super-extended DNA using the present invention provides significantly increased resolution and greatly reduced analysis time.

The invention also includes a system employing a novel "Autoline" program and its derivatives (collectively called ColorTrak). The programs are written in J language, a set of commands that
specifically operates the Oncor V150 imaging system. The inventors have developed programs that utilize the V150 software to interface with two V150 computer boards that retain the image for analysis. The programs encompass the complete control of the computer boards, the attached CCD camera, and all analytical procedures operated through mouse operated menus. The same programming may also employ any number of computer languages, e.g., C language using Oncor's C language interface.

Alternatively, the same programming is possible using other commands that can direct color image analysis in other imaging systems.

In addition to a complete menu operation, there are specific functions of the programs used to automate the invention that are conceptionally unique. The programs of the invention analyze colored objects, typically fluorescent images generated by either the DIRVISH technique or the FISH technique. A pixel by pixel, section by section, and object by object color spectrum reading and analysis of strings or "blobs" of signal is generated. This reading allows for the precise determination of the length of the strings as determined from the collected data, which represents the axial midline of the string. The data may also be stored and retrieved for further analysis. The V150 imaging system uses a unique color space model to define color that allows for the complex mathematical definitions and manipulations required to increase the resolution and to automate the genetic mapping of DNA segments.

There are unique advantages of the disclosed invention that are useful for precision DNA mapping. The color analysis permits the use of either one or several hybridization probes in order to determine the distance between two sites; thus, a restriction map of a DNA region (e.g., a YAC clone or genomic DNA) is no longer
necessary for determining the distance between two probes. Additionally, the method of the invention permits analysis of minute amounts of DNA, e.g., 100 molecules or from about 1 femtogram to 1 nanogram depending on the genome size. Information is acquired rapidly enabling determination in days, rather than weeks, months or even years in some cases using standard DNA mapping procedures. Chromosomal DNA can be mapped directly, thus avoiding mapping errors due to possible rearrangements in the clones. Large scale mapping distances between two probes is possible, with limitations based on the size of intact DNA maintained by standard preparation procedures.

Repetitive sequence probes, (e.g., L1, Alpha, or Alu repeats) may be analyzed and a repeat map generated, providing an alternative to the more involved, time consuming, and complex task of mapping restriction sites. It also provides increased sensitivity and is a vast improvement over current fingerprinting. Yet another advantage of the method is the ability to simultaneously determine the position of a specific sequence probe relative to a repeat map.

The present invention allows for the direct microscopic visualization required to determine the relative order and distance of images, e.g., between DNA segments or probes. This distance represents, and is directly correlateable to codetermined known distances providing the resolution, in kilobase pairs per μm. The known distance standards can include intrinsic distance standards, heterologous DNA standards, or other staining procedures known to those of skill in the art of DNA staining and mapping.

The color image analysis methods of the present invention also permit determination of the relative
position of various markers that have been differentially labeled; for example, with one, two, three, or more
different fluorescent probes that are visualized under
the microscope as different colors. Visualization need
not be by fluorescent microscopy. Other such methods,
such as, light microscopy or scintillation, can be used
for detection.

The inventors have developed methods for stretching
DNA strands in a virtual straight line across a slide and
for use in hybridization of fluorescent probes. The
result is a stream of DNA threads, which are invisible
unless counterstained, and threads of multicolor
fluorescent signals from the different probes. This
procedure, is referred to as DIRVISH (direct visual
hybridization) DNA mapping. The inventors have studied
long range maps of > 500 Kb, and short range high
resolution maps of ~5 Kb, obtaining a resolution as low
as 0.4 Kb. Therefore, it is possible to map distances,
overlap, gaps and orientation of probes using this
procedure.

The present invention provides a means of generating
high resolution maps of YACs within a contig and closely
linked YACs. Three probe hybridization using
combinations of different fluorochromes has been
demonstrated; however, using the same procedure it is
readily apparent the simultaneous analysis of 9 or more
probes is possible. The present invention greatly
increases the speed and accuracy of analysis. The
procedure and analysis requires only 2 days, and provides
more information than comparable Southern blot analysis,
without the need for extensive knowledge of the site
under study.

Analysis of overlap between YACs by current
procedures, which requires pattern recognition of either
inter-Alu PCR products or repetitive sequences containing restriction fragments, is dependent on the presence of repetitive sequences. The uncertainty of pattern recognition and the potential for absence of repetitive sequences makes these procedures less desirable compared to the direct visual procedure as interpreted by the product of the present invention. The extent of overlap as measured by the current procedures is also not necessarily accurate, depending on how evenly dispersed the repetitive sequences are located throughout the YAC sequences.

Employing the methods of the present invention, one is able to obtain information from stained YACs not available by current procedures, including detecting deletions in a YAC as compared to the genomic sequence. Precise gap distance between closely linked YAC contigs can also be determined. With current procedures, this information can only be determined only by long range restriction mapping or chromosome walking.

The present invention allows one to map several probes, each labelled with different fluorescent colors for simultaneous mapping. A method for painting chromosomes with 12 colors has already been published (Duawerse, et al. (1992)). However, mapping accuracy and speed could be dramatically increased using the described methods to map 12-color labeled DNA.

Particular applications in research include rapid mapping of restriction fragments in the genome or cosmid, mapping orientation of cosmid to any other probe site, mapping one cosmid to another cosmid (overlap or gap), mapping restriction fragments in YACs, YAC to YAC (overlap or gap), or orientation of YAC to another probe site, mapping sites of exons > 0.4 Kb in a gene using cDNA probes, mapping sites of PCR products such as inter-
alu PCR, producing unique patterns for specific regions, mapping unique patterns for specific regions, mapping repeats such as Alu or Line or Alpha in specific regions, producing unique patterns as a map for ubiquitous repeats (Alu or Line) mapping on YACs directly from yeast cells or genome fragments from somatic or radiation hybrids, mapping unique probes from NotI linking or jumping library or related systems, detecting rearrangements, for example, inversions, deletions, etc. in cosmids, YAC clones by comparison to genomic DNA, mapping rearrangements in genes for diagnostic significance.

The system for color imaging developed for the present invention is intended to complement multicolor probe procedures by tracking DNA strands while recognizing and distinguishing any array of colors. The system and methods will also have application in tracing through chromosomes for analysis by multi-color comparative genomic hybridization procedures, such as that described by Kallioniemi, et al. (1992).
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The following drawings form part of the present specification and are included to further demonstrate certain aspects of the present invention. The invention may be better understood by reference to one or more of these drawings in combination with the detailed description of specific embodiments presented herein.

Figure 1 shows the diagramatical representation of the initial analysis the program of the invention uses to determine the direction to follow. An irregular shaped object is shown in black on a grid in a white background (lower left), and the method of tracking the object on a pixel grid is shown to follow the image using a hierarchical rendition of the initial vectors (A through H). The longest vector is determined and this defines the direction of advancement. Starting at the pixel shown, vector A represents the longest vector and once determined only vectors C and G are evaluated (as shown on the right). The furthest points in the object along vectors C and G are determined and the mathematical center between those two coordinates indicates the initial midpoint. Based on this determination the first midpoint of the midline for the complex contour length is recorded and stored.

Figure 2 shows the diagramatical representation of the image after seven midpoint determinations have been made. The irregular shaped object is shown in black on a grid in a white background (lower left), and the method for tracking the object on a pixel grid following the determination of a new longest vector is shown (Vector H). Starting at pixel position seven, vector H represents the longest vector and the new direction of advancement. Once determined only vectors B and F are evaluated. Based on this determination the next midpoint
of the midline for the complex contour length is calculated and stored.

Figure 3 shows the diagramatical representation of the image after seven midpoint determinations have been made using an alternative search method. The irregular shaped object is shown in black on a grid in a white background (lower left), and the method for tracking the object on a pixel grid following the determination of the longest vector. Two vectors are used that are at low angle to a line perpendicular to the longest vector. At pixel position seven, the next midpoint is determined from an inversion of the end pixel positions of the two vectors. Based on this determination the midline for the complex contour length is calculated and stored.

Figure 4 shows the stained portion of a DIRVISH stained chromosome using a random sequence primer amplified biotinylated pulsed field gel purified 500 Kb YAC DNA probe.

Figure 5 shows a digitized image of a chromosome and the midline analysis of the DNA contour.

Figure 6 is a DIRVISH string, shown with a 7.3 Kb probe in red (rhodamine) and a 4.8 Kb probe in green (fluorescein). The string of signal was analyzed for color and coordinate position. A tracing line, shown below it, shows how the string of signal was traced. A graph of one dimensional color values customized for red to green analysis only, is shown.

Figure 7 shows a comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) performed on normal chromosomes using tumor DNA as a probe (green) and normal DNA (red) as a control. The chromosome shown represents significant rearrangement in
the tumor cells as seen by the variable regions of red and green. This can be seen from the analysis of color and coordinate positions. The graph shows three large regions that are primarily red and two large regions that are primarily green.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

10 The disclosed methods offer advantages over current systems for object analysis. It evaluates color images and the length of the image based on their natural wavelength emission, without filtering or modification. It also automates the gathering of information that is used to directly quantitate map distances. The methods offer greatly enhanced resolution, accuracy, in a shorter period of time.

Computer imaging systems that acquire images in shades of black and white are known as a grey scale. In these systems, the color analysis is artificial using a variety of optical filters to extract out different colors, typically, red, green, and blue. Three black and white images are then acquired through the three filters and stored. However, the variety of color shades is lost with this procedure, so that, for example, a turquoise green and a lime green both with the same intensity are indistinguishable. Color analysis with very sensitive color discrimination is necessary for the identification and analysis of, for example, genetic linkage data in a population to connect a disease or biological characteristic with molecular DNA markers of images created by fluorescence in situ hybridization. Computer analysis of this information can provide a physical map that can be used to identify a gene of interest by its position in relation to the DNA markers.
The analysis of grey objects is performed by commercially available software packages. Many of these programs are an intrinsic part of black and white imaging systems used to identify karyotypes. These programs are intrinsically deficient for the analysis of DNA images as stained in their native wavelengths, since the data is acquired through filters that remove characteristics of hue, saturation, and intensity from the image. The final pseudocolor rendition generated by overlapping grey scale images at best approximates but does not faithfully represent the original image. Finally, there are no systems or programs that can generate a linear representation of the signals with their true native colors.

The analysis of each of the three black and white images requires three times the effort than the system of the present invention with a lesser degree of sensitivity. Therefore, in addition to their major drawback of black and white data acquisition these systems lack the ability to gather, evaluate, and quantitate genetic distances in color. For example, the Imagenetics' imaging system performs the genetic analysis in black and white, and subsequently creates a pseudocolor image for display purposes. This approach severely limits the resolution of the analysis because it is unable to differentiate between different shades of the same color, due to the intrinsic limitations of gray-scale image acquisition.

There are several systems currently available that are able to acquire and process color images, e.g., Image Pro Plus by Media Cybernetics, and Optimus by Bioscan. These systems and their programs are not currently capable of aiding in the automation of genetic analysis. Such systems simply function to allow the user to analyze defined color. Furthermore, these systems have not been
developed for, and are incapable of, determining the midline of a complex stained DNA contour. They are therefore incapable of automatically and objectively determining physical distances, such as those required to map and orient genetic markers on any biological macromolecule, such as images for study by direct visualization in situ hybridization (DIRVISH) and fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH).

The lack of powerful color image analysis technology has, until now, precluded automating the complex task of the direct physical mapping of distances between genetic markers in DNA samples. These steps include: acquiring an image, selecting the relevant portions and following the complex contour of the DNA to determine a midline, calculating the distances based on known positions, and creating a direct physical map of the DNA.

The programs derived for the invention analyze colored objects, typically fluorescent DIRVISH or FISH images and generate a pixel by pixel, section by section, and object by object color spectrum reading of the signal. The midline length of the strings is determined from the data by using a unique color space model to differentiate small nuances in color, making the data amenable to mathematical definitions and manipulations. For simplicity, irregular oblong shaped objects may be shown in various shades of grey on a white background with differing shades and brightness of the color spectrum, e.g., red. The background is typically black but need only be different from the object.

The procedure for determining DNA interbase distances takes advantage of the fact that when DNA is stretched out as fully extended or in a novel super-extended form, as relaxed duplexes, the distances covering small regions of DNA are easily resolved through
a light microscope (5 Kb equals 1.7 μm). The inventors have used an approach similar to the fluorescent in situ hybridization technique to fluorescently label extended DNA strands. The result is a visual multi-color map of the position of one or more probes with respect to each other or any other known marker. The relative order and of the probes, the amount of overlap or gap between probes, and their orientation can easily and rapidly be determined. DNA is stretched out on a glass slide by lysing cells with sodium dodecyl sulfate and allowing the drop of DNA to run down the slide. The DNA is stretched out as the drop runs down the slide resulting in DNA with a broad range of extension, ranging from highly condensed to as much as 200% of what is considered to be the fully extended (uncoiled form) of DNA.

The steps of the invention can be described with the following example. During FISH analysis, there may be 20 to 80 of these objects in a field, representing chromosomes, the image to be analyzed is attained by simply clicking on the object with the mouse cursor, thereby initiating the following analysis:

1. 8 vectors are used to evaluate length based on color.

2. The longest axis is determined, the midpoint of the perpendicular width is marked in that direction, and said value is stored in a data file along with color values. This constitutes a point along the midline.

3. The pixel analysis advances by determining the direction of the longest axis from the midline as characterized in the previous step and analyzes 5 vectors, e.g., A, B, C, G, and H (see Figure 1).

4. The program senses turns when a new longest axis is found. A turn in the advancing routine
is made and the analysis continues with 5 new vectors evaluated based on color values to the end of the contour, along the longest axis found.

5. The midline length is calculated based on all midpoints, and the relative positions of variant colored signals such that a green within the red is also determined.

6. The methods of the present invention employing systems using programs (collectively named ColorTrak) enable generation of a linear representation of the objects shown with full color based on cross sectional analysis (midline). Matched with the appropriate apparatus, the programs provide plots of color values on a graph to show color variations and relative distance.

7. The over-all color spectrum for each object is determined then stored or used immediately for comparison to each other.

Alternatively, the inventors have also determined the midline of complex stained DNA contours by determining the midline of an object with a navigation line being generated by a two-direction analysis. The overall direction is chosen by using eight directions. After the direction with the greatest distance is determined (direction A, Figure 3), only two directions are used. The two directions are at angles that are low compared to the line perpendicular to the direction A (e.g., an over two pixels-up one pixel progression). The midpoint is determined from the two end points of the two directions. When a turn or a curve in one direction is encountered, the direction toward that turn or curve has a greater distance and a point further along the object is found. The direction away from the turn or curve can be shorter or remain the same and thus the end point may
not be as far down the object. The angle between these two points is related to the angle of the curve or turn and when inverted can be used to stir the line in the direction of the turn or curve. Thus two new end points are generated opposite to the end points originally found (shown by filled squares). The midpoint is then determined from these new points and the progression continues.

This alternative method tends to follow the curves more closely than the first method. However, it is does not sense what the direction is far ahead, in contrast to the first method which continually looks ahead.

The method for determining the midline at the end of the contour, using either of the described methods, is based on finding the last position for which the average of the pixel values perpendicular to the longest vector match or exceed the distance of said vector. This comparison can be calculated in a number of ways with the preferred average calculation representing a factor or ratio. Alternatively the Colortrak system allows for determination based on user-defined values.

The following examples are included to demonstrate preferred embodiments of the computer based stained DNA color tracking of the present invention. It should be appreciated by those of skill in the art that the techniques disclosed in the examples which follow represent techniques discovered by the inventor to function well in the practice of the invention, and thus can be considered to constitute preferred modes for its practice. However, those of skill in the art should, in light of the present disclosure, appreciate that many changes can be made in the specific embodiments which are disclosed and still obtain a like or similar result without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention.
EXAMPLE 1
DETECTING AND VISUALIZING A MOLECULE OF SUPER-EXTENDED DNA

The present procedure takes advantage of the fact that when DNA is stretched out, as fully extended or super-extended relaxed duplexes, the distance covering small regions of DNA are easily resolved through a light microscope (5 Kb equals 1.7 \( \mu \)m). The inventors have developed a novel approach to determine physical distances along complex midline contours of fluorescent hybridization labeled extended DNA strands. The result is a visual multi-color map of the distance and position of the probes with respect to each other. The order of the probes, the amount of overlap or gap between probes, and their orientation can easily and rapidly be determined.

Direct Visualization of DNA

To map a region of DNA with this strategy, a fully extended strand of DNA must be visualized. Such visualization may be accomplished by analyzing an image following DAPI staining. Visualization of blue fluorescence through a fluorescence microscope is used to follow the migration of individual DNA strands through agarose. The mapping strategy is based on the principle that a small region of DNA (e.g., 5 Kb) when extended to the theoretical maximum for relaxed duplex DNA covers a distance visible by the light microscope. Based on the dimension of 0.34 \( \mu \)m per kilobase pair for \( \beta \) form DNA, a 5 Kb fragment would extend 1.7 \( \mu \)m; a 40 Kb cosmid would extend 13.6 \( \mu \)m, and a 500 Kb YAC would extend 170 \( \mu \)m. Standard or modified FISH techniques provide the means of detecting the extended DNA strands through a fluorescence microscope.
The extension of duplex DNA strands was accomplished by placing individual cells (100-5000) in two µl of PBS on one end of a glass slide and letting the drop dry. Immediately after drying 5 µl of 0.5% SDS, 50 mM EDTA, 200 mM Tris, pH 7.4 solution was placed on the dried spot to dissolve the cells and release the DNA. After 5 minutes of dissolving, the slide was tilted to allow the drop of SDS and DNA to run down the slide. This resulted in a DNA stream extending down the slide. The DNA stream was allowed to air dry and was then fixed to the slide by flooding the slide with a 75% methanol/25% acetic acid fixative. The DNA was fixed to the slide for 1-5 minutes, the excess fixative drained, and the slide air-dried. Slides were used immediately or stored in slide boxes under N₂ with drierite, at -20°C until used for hybridization.

DNA probes were prepared by nick translation with 30 µM of each of the four nucleotide triphosphates and 100 µM of either biotin-dUTP (BMB) or digoxigenin-dUTP (BMB) or both. The single strand size range for the probes was 100 - 1500 bp with 500 - 1000 bp being optimum with respect to high signal strength and low background. The labelled DNA was purified from unincorporated nucleotides by a Sephadex G50 spin column for biotin labelled DNA and a BioRad P60 chromatography column for the digoxigenin labelled DNA. Sephadex appeared to bind digoxigenin and is thus not suitable for purification. The enzymes were denatured with 0.05% SDS and a 5 minute 37°C incubation prior to column purification. Nucleotide incorporation was monitored by incorporation of tracer ³²PdCTP. Only probes with greater than 10% incorporation were used.

Hybridization of the probes to the DNA streams followed the general procedures described by Pinkel, et al, (1986). Slides were treated with RNase (100 µg/ml
for 30 minutes at 37°C. Slides were then placed in 70% formamide, 2xSSC at 70°C for 3 minutes to denature the strands followed by immersion in cold 70% ethanol (2 minutes) 90% ethanol (2 minutes), 100% ethanol (2 minutes), then dried. The 20 ng of probe was mixed with 10 μg of sheared hamster DNA (100 - 500 bases single strand size range) and dried. The probe was resuspended in 2 μl of H₂O and mixed with 8 μl of hybridization mix (69% formamide, 1.25 x SSC, 12.5% dextran sulfate). The probe was denatured at 70°C for 5 minutes then placed on ice. The 10 μl probe solution was applied to an area of the slide with the DNA stream, covered with a cover slip and sealed with rubber cement. The slide was incubated at 37°C for approximately 18 hours. The cover slip was removed and the slide washed twice in 50% formamide, 2XSSC for 3 minutes followed by two washes in 2XSSC, all at 45°C).

The detection of biotin was performed according to standard procedures. Avidin block (1% BSA/4XSSC, 5% Carnation non-fat dry milk) was applied to the slide and incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes. Avidin DN (Vector Labs), 5 μg/ml in 1% BSA/4XSSC was applied to the slide and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes. The slide was washed for 2 minutes at room temperature with each of the following: 4XSSC, then 0.1% Triton X100/4XSSC, then 4XSSC, then 0.5% NP40/0.1M NaPO₄ at pH 8.0. Amplification was performed by applying 4% goat serum in 0.5% NP40/0.1M phosphate buffer at pH 8.0) to the slide and incubating 10 minutes at room temperature, followed by goat biotinylated anti-avidin 5 μg/ml in 4% goat serum 0.5% NP40/0.1M phosphate buffer at pH 8.0 incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. The slide was washed as described for the avidin procedure. Avidin block was again applied and incubated as described above. Fluorescein-avidin DN or Texas red avidin-DN (Vector Labs), 5 μg/ml in 1% BSA/4XSSC was applied to the slide
and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. The slide was washed as described above. For immediate viewing, an anti-fade solution Vecta Shield (Vector Labs) was applied to the slide and covered by a cover slips.

The detection of digoxigenin was performed by a modified standard procedure analogous to the avidin detection. A pre-Ab block, 4% goat serum/0.5% NP40/0.1M phosphate buffer at pH 8.0 was applied to the slide for 10 minutes at room temperature. Mouse anti-digoxigenin Ab (BMB), at 10 μg/ml in pre-Ab block, was applied to the slide and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. The slide was washed as described for avidin detection. After a 10 minute pre-Ab block, digoxigenylated anti-mouse Ig-F(ab')2 fragment, 10 μg/ml in Ab block, was applied and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. The slide was washed as described. After a 10 minute pre-Ab block, fluorescein or rhodamine labelled anti-digoxigenin Fab fragment was applied to the slide (25 μg/ml in Ab block) and incubated for 20 minutes at room temperature. The slide was washed as described and antifade applied.

The fluorescence microscopy used a triple band-pass filter (Omega Optical) which allows the simultaneous visualization of fluorescence by DAPI, fluorescein and Texas red or rhodamine. A Nikon Labaphot 2A and a Planapo 100X1.4 was used. Film photography was performed using Ektachrome ASA 400 slide film. CCD photography was accomplished using the American Innovision V150 color imaging system (San Diego, California). CCD photography typically required only 0.5 second exposure versus a 20-second exposure for film photography.

The resulting DNA is stretched out with a broad range of extension, ranging from highly condensed to as much as 200% of what is traditionally considered to be
the fully extended form DNA, i.e., an inter kilobase pair distance of 0.34 μm.

The inventors have made biotinylated probes from a YAC by a random sequence primer amplification of pulsed field gel purified 500 Kb YAC DNA. When this probe is hybridized to extended human genomic DNA for DIRVISH DNA mapping, a stretch of fluorescein signal can be observed (Figure 4). This image is a digital image taken from an American Innovation imaging system. The DNA forms a straight line with virtually no gaps, indicating that there are no large deletions in this YAC. This technique is thus suitable for mapping YACs in the same manner as demonstrated for cosmids.

Mapping YACs by DIRVISH DNA mapping.

The inventors have demonstrated the use of a 500 Kb YAC probe to label a strand of extended human genomic DNA as shown in Figure 4. Studies have also showed how probes from restriction fragments and cosmids can be visually mapped to determine overlap, gap distance and orientation of the probes. First, YAC probes are mapped in the same manner as described for the cosmids. YAC probes isolated from eight different contigs identified by their known STS (sequence tagged sites) markers from human chromosome 3 as may additional YACs probes from new STS markers. These YACs, isolated from a CEPH library, have insert sizes of 400 to 800 Kb. Their positions on chromosome 3 have been mapped by FISH on metaphase chromosomes.

The general approach is to select three or more YACs containing each STS marker, which have the following characteristics: large YACs based on electrophoresis, maps by FISH to the same region on chromosome 3 (Figure
5), and are not chimeras as judged by evidence of hybridization to a non-chromosome 3 location. Probes from the YACs are generated by a random hexamer primer amplification step, as used for the DIRVISH DNA YAC mapping. One YAC probe is then labelled with biotin-dUTP, one with digoxigenin-dUTP, and one with an equal mix of the two conjugated dUTPs. 200 ng of each labelled YAC probe is mixed with 10 μg of sheared human genomic DNA (used as a competitor for repetitive sequences) and hybridized to extended DNA from human primary fibroblast cells or human lymphocytes. DNA streams from lymphocytes are compared with fibroblasts initially to determine the best source of DNA. DNA streams are prepared as previously described. Approximately 200 cells are lysed on a glass slide and the drop of cellular DNA allowed to run down the slide thus forming the DNA stream.

The DIRVISH DNA map of three YACs is expected to appear as a long string with overlapping, contiguous stretches of red (digoxigenin), green, (biotin) and yellow (biotin plus digoxigenin) signal. All three YACs will overlap to some extent and only two of the starting colors can be observed in pure form at the ends of the contig. All other colors are derived from combinations of red, green and yellow due to probe overlap. These combinations of colors are used to deduce the extent of overlap between the three YACs. One combination of colors from YAC overlap which requires extensive deduction is the combination of the red and green to generate yellow. Since one of the YACs will already be labelled yellow, there can be some confusion as to which yellow signal represent the overlap versus the one YAC. When the combinations of colors proves to be too difficult to interpret then two YAC - two color DIRVISH DNA maps are used.
DIRVISH DNA map images are selected for analysis based on the appearance of the DNA, i.e., its extension and whether or not it appears to be intact. Ideally, images that stay within one field of view are analyzed. The DNA streaming procedure provides a gradient of extensions from super-extended (twice that for fully relaxed DNA) to highly condensed (comparable to DNA in the nucleus). The largest field of view is 200 μm across. A 1 Mb region conceivably spanned by 2 YACs would have to be extended no more than 59% of fully extended DNA to fit in the field and would be the maximum extension analyzed. At this level of extension the resolution of analysis is estimated at 2 Kb.

EXAMPLE 2

ANALYSIS OF LABELLED DNA

The DIRVISH DNA maps are analyzed using a color digital imaging systems from American Innovision and a 1-5X zoom lens coupler. Initially, software for simple tracking of the strands was used. Currently, only one color set is recognized and tracked at a time. For each different color set (i.e., red, green or yellow) the computer must be instructed with the appropriate first color to follow, then the subsequent colors, followed by a complete tracking. In order to avoid inaccuracies, particularly due to subjective user definable color recognition several maps may be compared.

Interpretation of the DIRVISH DNA maps requires that one probe (arbitrarily chosen) be used as a size reference in each hybridization. The size of the reference probe is previously determined by gel electrophoresis. Only YACs with contiguous or near contiguous signal are used as a reference. For example, if an overlap distance equivalent to 10% of the length of
1,500 Kb reference YAC is observed, then the overlap equals 50 Kb. Generally, all YACs in a hybridization with a known size can be used for reference. YACs that have a consistent size gap in signal in a consistent position are recorded as potentially having a deletion in this position.

From these data a map of each YAC within a contig is determined. The YACs that span the greatest distance are recorded for use in connecting contigs. Two or more contigs that map close to each other by metaphase and interphase FISH mapping are then mapped by DIRVISH DNA mapping. The two YACs that constitute the farthest ends of one contig are mapped with respect to two YACs from a neighboring contig. The orientation, gap distance or overlap are determined.

In cases where chromosome walking may be called for to fill a gap between two neighboring contigs, DIRVISH DNA mapping is used to avoid random walking by determining orientation. Probes derived from the YAC-vector linked ends of a YAC are mapped by DIRVISH DNA mapping to determine which end probe is proximal to the next contig YAC and thus suitable for use in directional chromosome walking.

II. Improving DIRVISH DNA Mapping Technology

The description of a 12 color fluorescent chromosome painted procedure (Duawerse, et al., (1990)) has made clear the versatility and speed of fluorescent labelling of probes with mixes of different fluorochromes. Using fluorescein-dUTP (green), rosrufin-dUTP (red) and hydroxycoumarin-dUTP (blue) from Boehringer-Mannheim Biochemicals or comparable nucleotides from Amersham, YAC DNA are fluorescently labelled directly. A triple band-
pass filter is used to visualize all three fluorochromes simultaneously.

The ability to detect and map a large number of probes from YACs, cosmids and restriction fragments are useful in mapping a series of YACs within expanded contigs as well as gap distance to the next contig, mapping a series of cosmids will respect to themselves and within YACs, and mapping restriction fragments which, in addition, can help in determining orientations of multiple YACs or cosmids. Ultimately, this procedure produces a detailed multi-color map of a gene or DNA region making possible the rapid and precise detection of gene rearrangements. The principle of this labelling procedure is that when various combinations of fluorescein, rosorufin, and hydroxycoumarin (representing the fluorescent colors of green, red and blue, respectively) are mixed, a large number of distinguishable colors and probes are possible. Direct fluorescent labelling is preferred for two reasons: 1) it is faster than the indirect fluorescent labelling procedure (e.g., biotin labelling), and 2) there are a higher resolution of color mixing than with the indirect fluorescent labelling procedure. The mixing of biotin and digoxigenin in a probe as previously described in Example 1, results in a steric competition of binding of the fluorescent avidin or anti-digoxigenin Ab which can result in a crude and variable mix of red and green.

One disadvantage of using direct fluorescent probes is that detection is less sensitive than biotin (avidin plus amplification) procedure. Using standard FISH, the inventors have observed about a 10-fold reduction in sensitivity using fluorescein labelled probes versus biotin labelled probes (with avidin detection). To overcome the reduced sensitivity, longer exposure times on the color CCD camera are used. Presently, using the
standard DIRVISH DNA mapping, a 1/3 second exposure is usually sufficient to visualize the images. Therefore, to capture a image with 10-fold less intensity, a 3 second exposure is necessary. The American Innovision imaging system uses an added cooled color CCD camera. Exposures up to 3 minutes are possible with this system without background (dark noise) or synchronization problems. Therefore, even if exposures longer than 3 seconds are needed, there should be no problem with imaging. The resulting images are determined by signal tracking.

EXAMPLE 3

Signal Tracking and Color Recognition

The approach of the present invention is to track down the center of an extended signal, e.g., a chromosome (see Figure 2), and determines the midline length. The midline distance of the overall DNA contour is used to determine the length of chromosome 3 and the fractional length for the YAC probe hybridization sites. This system first recognizes one user definable color array that is set to encompass the signal throughout the object. Improvements are directed toward increasing the resolution and accuracy of signal tracking, and adding multi-color recognition to the program so as to distinguish between the different probes.

The current signal tracking program written in J language, is the language used for controlling the American Innovision system’s image buffer. The program uses a set of rules to decide which direction it needs to proceed in order to accurately track the midline length of the object. A graphic representation of a small object in Figure 1 is shown where the image is magnified to see square pixels that define the image.
The program initially evaluates the pixels along 8 vectors (A to H, see Fig. 1), the color in the pixels along the vectors, and their length. The longest vector is determined and this defines the direction of advancement. The objects to be analyzed must first be digitized and defined on a computer screen by pixels (as seen in Fig. 1 and 2). A range of colors that make up the object is defined by the user. A pixel position on the object is marked by the user using a mouse and cursor arrow. This pixel provides the starting point for the analysis. Initially, contiguous pixels in eight directions (A-H; see Fig. 1) are analyzed for the color range of the object (more directions provide a higher resolution analysis). The last pixel along the contiguous pixels for each direction is determined. The lengths from these eight pixels' coordinate positions to the starting pixel coordinate position is determined mathematically. The direction with the greatest distance is determined (for Fig. 1, direction A has the greatest distance). The last coordinate positions of the last pixels within the object along the perpendicular directions to direction A, i.e., directions C and G, are used to mathematically determine a midpoint.

The color values of the pixels along the two perpendicular directions are analyzed statistically and the average of these color values is recorded along with the midpoint analyzed statistically and the average of these color values is recorded along with the midpoint coordinate position. From the pixel closest to the midpoint position (which can be a fraction of a pixel) a new pixel is chosen by advancing to the next contiguous pixel in the direction previously determined to have the greatest distance (in this example, direction A). From this new position five directions (A, B, C, G, and H) are analyzed for contiguous colored pixels, and the direction with the greatest distance is determined. The midpoint
of the perpendicular directions and the averaged color is calculated and recorded. This second set of analyses using the five directions completes the cycle that is used to throughout the rest of the object.

Turns are executed by detecting a new direction with a distance that is greater than that of the previous direction (see Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows the analysis after determining 7 points along the object. At this point of the analysis a new direction (direction H) is found to have a greater distance than the previous direction A. The direction of progression now changes to direction H and the midpoint and colors for the directions perpendicular to direction H (i.e., directions B and F) are determined and recorded. Once the analysis has progressed to the end of the object, the other end of the object is analyzed starting from the initial starting position and evaluating directions C-G for the direction with the greatest distance.

The data recorded can be analyzed in a variety of ways. Typically the linear distance from midpoint to midpoint is mathematically determined and drawn on the computer screen along with the colors corresponding to the positions. This provides a linear representation of the object in a form that the human eye can interpret and evaluate, termed the midline. The data is also plotted to show a graphic representation of the values of distance and color obtained from the object. Thus no recognition of color is needed since it can be objectively observed graphically. Based on determining mathematical centers and distances between points, the midline length is invariably a fractional pixel distance.

Turning corners to follow the contour is accomplished by detecting a change in the longest vector.
As shown in Figure 1, at pixel 6, the longest vector has changed to D, thus indicating a turn to the left. The distance and centerpoint of the perpendicular vectors is not immediately determined. The angle of the vector used in these measurements are slowly changed (one pixel at a time) from A and E until vectors B and F are reached. Then the analysis continues in the direction of vector D, analyzing vectors B and F until a new longest vector is found indicating another turn. With this program, a 90° turn is broken up into two separate 45° turns.

Additional vectors may be used to more precisely navigate through turns. Though tracking through turns is apparently not critical for the straight lines of DIRVISH DNA maps observed over hundreds of Kb, it will likely become important as DIRVISH DNA mapping extends over the Mb range, and for FISH analysis. The inventors have found that the use of vectors B, C, G, and H are necessary for tracking most turns, in this example.

However, sometimes navigation through series of tight turns is not possible. The use of more vectors helps to identify the direction of tight turns. Vectors at angles of 26.5° and 63.5° to the X axis are used in addition to the 45° angle vectors. Test signals are used to evaluate tracking and distance measurements to determine the necessity of the added vectors.

A more important development is the recognition of color throughout the length of the DNA strands in the DIRVISH DNA maps. The American Innovision imaging system uses a unique color model where color is divided into intensity and a combination of hue and saturation. A z-axis scale of 0 to 255 defines the intensity. X-Y coordinate of 255, 0 equals red and 100% saturation and 0, 255 equals blue with 100% saturation. The closer the coordinate is to the center (at 199, 199) of the X-Y scale, the lower the saturation.
The American Innovision imaging system is capable of simultaneously evaluating nine color arrays. The color coordinates are recorded for each color recognized by the eye and a probe name assigned to each array. Color coordinates are evaluated along the two vectors perpendicular to the longest vector (i.e., the same vector as used for determining the centerpoint). Thus, for each point recorded an average of the color coordinates are assigned. When a new color array representing one of the other colors is encountered, the position along with object is recorded and the average of the new color coordinates are assigned to that point. This continues for the length of the object.

Gaps in signal are first handled by user intervention to jump over the gap to the next signal in line. A line is drawn between the last point of other previous signal and the first point of the next signal decreases the precision of the distance determination, since there is no way know the correct midline length that exists for the DNA strand in the gap region where there is no contour. An automated gap jumping routing can broaden the scan for new signal starts where the last signal ends, continuing in the direction it previously pursued. When the next signal is found, the first point is found and a line drawn across the gap. The broad band scan will be ineffective for large gaps where the DNA makes a sharp turn, therefore, user intervention may occasionally be required.

All data recorded from the above analysis is stored in an ASCII file to be read after the analysis. From the data, a linear graphic representation is drawn and a distance calibration step measures the length of the control YAC and record the YAC size in Kb. The graphic representation includes the length of a particular color array (e.g., red), with one pseudocolor for all points
within that color array. Alternatively, actual color assigned to each point may be generated. This will show color variation throughout a probe’s signal. The graphic representation may also have the probe name printed below the appropriate stretch of color, the position and lengths of each color, as well as black indicating a gap’s position and length.

A routine that reduces user intervention in assigning colors for each probe relies on a consistent and objective computer program. This requires the analysis of the distribution of all color coordinates within the DIRVISH DNA map. The result would be clusters of 3 dimensional coordinates that are distinct from one another. However, the greater the numbers of colored probes, the greater the chance of cluster overlap. From the signal tracking, the average color coordinates for each point along the DNA strand are evaluated as to which color coordinate cluster it belongs, and thus which probe the computer is analyzing and tracking.

In addition to a graphic representation of each DIRVISH DNA map, an average of the data from each map is determined, in order to generate a consensus map. In cases where there is the potential for heterogeneity in map structure, the user will compare the maps to determine if there is more than one map present. Heterogeneity is not likely for the DIRVISH DNA mapping of cloned YACs, greatly enhancing the precision of the maps.

EXAMPLE 4
ANALYSIS OF DIRVISH DNA

This example illustrates use of the invention for analyzing DIRVISH data. However, for chromosome-specific
paints, the programs will distinguish between the different chromosomes, and with further software development, it is contemplated that a computer will automatically generate karyotype based on fluorescence.

A DIRVISH string with a 7.3 Kb probe in red (rhodamine) and a 4.8 Kb probe in green (fluorescein) is shown in Figure 6. The string of signal was analyzed for color and coordinate position. A tracing line, shown below it, shows how the string of signal was traced. A graph of the one dimensional color values customized for red to green analysis only, is shown.

A comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) was performed on normal chromosomes using tumor DNA as a probe (green) and normal DNA (red) as a control (Figure 7). The chromosome shown has significant rearrangement in the tumor cells as seen by the variable regions of red and green. This can be easily seen from the analysis of color and coordinate positions. The graph shows three large regions that are primarily red and two large regions that are primarily green.

To further demonstrate the application of the present invention in conjunction with FISH DNA mapping over longer distances, and its application to studying biologically significant rearrangements, the structure of an amplified gene locus was determined. Determining the structure of amplified genes has proven valuable in elucidating the mechanism of their formation. However, using standard cloning and restriction mapping techniques, this characterization is usually a difficult and time-consuming process. This is particularly true because of the repetitive and complex nature of amplification arrays.
A DIRVISH DNA map of an amplified DHFR locus in a hamster cell line was generated. These cells were previously shown by FISH analysis of metaphase chromosomes to contain approximately 8 DHFR genes clustered at the end of one chromosome (Windle, et al., 1991). The spacing between the amplified DNA units and the arrangement of DHFR genes cannot be determined by standard FISH analysis. The size of the largest amplicon is calculated to be ~46 Kb. The configuration of the array from DIRVISH DNA map data indicated a combination of direct and inverted repeats. There is considerable diversity in the apparent amplification structure as judged by the diversity in the DIRVISH DNA maps of individual structures. This diversity in structure and the subtle rearrangements observed normally escape detection and characterization when standard restriction mapping and cloning methods are used.

The mapping of another amplified DHFR structure in hamster cells, determined by restriction mapping of cosmid contigs, was previously shown to have amplified units ~270 Kb with a mix of inverted and direct repeated units. In such a study, a DIRVISH DNA map provided similar types of information within 2 days with data that was much easier to interpret.

**EXAMPLE 5**

**Application of DIRVISH DNA Mapping to a YAC Clone of Human DNA**

The present invention is useful in analyzing a 500 Kb YAC probe to determine if there are deletions. For example, a 500 Kb YAC containing DNA from the NF1 region of human chromosome 17 was obtained from Dr. Peter O’Connell, University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio, Dept. of Pathology, Texas (Viskochil, et al.
1990; Wallace, et al. 1990). The YAC probe was labelled with biotin and visualized with fluorescein labelling. The analysis of the DIRVISH DNA map appears as a contiguous signal covering the length of the YAC. This indicated that there were no deletions, which if present would appear as a gap in the signals.

Considerably more utilities are encompassed based on the present invention. For example, exploring a large number of vectors for analysis, and evaluating color using statistical models to distinguish between colors. The invention analyzes images and patterns in the same way and with comparable sensitivity to the human eye.

* * *

All of the compositions and methods disclosed and claimed herein can be made and executed without undue experimentation in light of the present disclosure. While the compositions and methods of this invention have been described in terms of preferred embodiments, it will be apparent to those of skill in the art that variations may be applied to the composition, methods and in the steps or in the sequence of steps of the method described herein without departing from the concept, spirit and scope of the invention. More specifically, it will be apparent that one might map positions of repeats on DNA strands to determine repeat polymorphisms between individuals, determination of the structure of very large genes such as the Duchennes Muscular Dystrophy gene, use of probes from NotI linking or jumping libraries to place NotI sites on a DIRVISH DNA map or detection of site-specific breaks. All such similar applications, as well as other variations in producing extended or super-extended DNA apparent to those skilled in the art are
deemed to be within the spirit, scope and concept of the invention as defined by the appended claims. All such similar substitutes and modifications apparent to those skilled in the art are deemed to be within the spirit, scope and concept of the invention as defined by the appended claims.
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CLAIMS:

1. A method of mapping a DNA sample comprising;
   (a) providing a DNA sample;
   (b) identifying a region of the DNA sample;
   (c) automatically generating a color image of the DNA sample;
   (d) digitizing and storing the color image of the DNA sample;
   (e) processing the stored color image to identify the midline of the DNA sample; and
   (f) mapping the DNA sample as a function of the identified midline.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the color image of the DNA sample is generated using computer interfaced CCD cameras.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein said identifying is accomplished by hybridizing a labeled probe to the DNA sample.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein said identifying is accomplished by hybridizing a labeled nucleic acid probe to the DNA.
5. The method of claim 1, wherein the DNA sample is extended up to about 0.34 \( \mu \text{m} \) per kilobase pair.

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the DNA sample is super-extended between about 0.34 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 0.65 \( \mu \text{m} \) per kilobase pair.

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the DNA sample is cellular DNA.

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the DNA sample is duplex or single stranded DNA.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising treating the duplex DNA sample with a protein denaturant.

10. The method of claim 5 or 6, wherein the DNA sample is super-extended by gravitational streaming.
11. A method for determining physical distances within a DNA sample comprising:
   (a) providing a DNA sample;
   (b) labeling the DNA sample;
   (c) producing a color image of the DNA sample;
   (d) storing a pixelized version of the color image; and
   (e) for each user selected color, processing the color image to determine physical distances by calculating the midline of the image.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the processing comprises the steps of:
   (a) selecting a starting point;
   (b) evaluating the surrounding vectors based on color and length;
   (c) determining the longest axis;
   (d) advancing along the axis;
   (d) determining the mathematical center of the vectors perpendicular to the longest axis, marking the position, and storing the data along with color values;
   (d) analyzing the image by advancing in the direction of the longest axis and analyzing 5 vectors for distances equal to or less than the perpendicular in the same
direction, until the end of the color image is reached; and
(e) calculating the length of the midline based on all midpoints.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein relative positions of the color signals are displayed as a linear representation of the objects by plotting color values on a graph to show color variations.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein comparison of overall color spectrum for each DNA sample is determined by comparison to other user defined colors.

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the DNA sample is labeled by hybridizing a labeled probe to said DNA sample.

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the DNA sample is labeled by hybridizing a labeled nucleic acid probe to the DNA.
17. An apparatus for determining physical distances within a macromolecule, comprising:

(a) a color image digitizer for producing a pixelized image of a DNA sample;

(b) a memory for storing the pixelized image; and

(c) an image processor, operatively connected to the memory, wherein said process calculates physical distances within said macromolecule from the pixelized image.

18. The method of claim 12, wherein at least 2 vectors are evaluated.

19. The method of claim 12, wherein eight surrounding vectors are evaluated.

20. The method of claim 12, wherein between about 2 to 640 surrounding vectors are evaluated.
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FIG. 4
**Fig. 7A**

**Fig. 7B**

- **Red Peaks**
  - Color Values: -30 to 40
  - Distance Along Chromosome: 0 to 100

- **Green Peaks**
  - Color Values: -30 to 0
  - Distance Along Chromosome: 0 to 100

- **Yellow Range**
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